The Iowa Engineering Society’s Central Iowa Chapter offers a scholarship to graduating high school seniors interested in pursuing an engineering degree. IES Chapter scholarships are primarily directed to qualified students with the talent and commitment to succeed in an undergraduate engineering curriculum, for which the financial support and encouragement can make a difference.

The scholarships are awarded only to U.S. citizens who are residents of Iowa and who will be attending the College of Engineering at either Iowa State University or the University of Iowa.

The scholarships are awarded during the recipient’s senior year in high school, but the money is not distributed until the recipient has satisfactorily completed the first semester at either Iowa State University or the University of Iowa’s College of Engineering.

The amount of the scholarship is $500 or $1000. As Funds are available, additional scholarships may be awarded.

*The Central Iowa Chapter also gives special scholarship consideration to children or grandchildren of Iowa Engineering Society, Central Iowa Chapter members.*

Past Central Iowa Chapter scholarship award winners were:

- Diane Brown of Johnston High School; our 2005-2006 winner of a $500 scholarship, ISU Chemical Engineering
- Chris Brubaker of Dowling Catholic High School; our 2005-2006 winner of a $500 scholarship, ISU Computer Engineering
- Ann Klien of Waukee High School; our 2006-2007 winner of a $1000 scholarship, ISU Mechanical Engineering
- Pavel Beresnev of Ames High School; our 2007-2008 winner of a $1000 scholarship, ISU Civil Engineering
- Holland Dougherty of Gilbert High School; our 2007-2008 winner of a $500 scholarship, ISU Chemical Engineering
- Clark Ennis of Ames High School; our 2007-2008 winner of a $500 scholarship, ISU Civil Engineering
- Emily Gross of Indianola High School; our 2008-2009 winner of a $1000 scholarship
- Devin Cummins of Newton High School; our 2008-2009 winner of a $500 scholarship
- Camron Brandt of Indianola High School; our 2008-2009 winner of a $250 scholarship
- Nicholas Lacina of Marshalltown High School; our 2008-2009 winner of a $250 scholarship
- Cole Smith of North Polk High School; our 2009-2010 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Ryan Francois of Johnston Senior High School, our 2009-2010 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Jessica Kuyper of Humboldt High School, our 2010-2011 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Elliot DeBlieck of Indianola High School, our 2010-2011 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Samuel Ennis of Ames High School, our 2011-2012 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Augustine Villa of Dowling Catholic High School, our 2011-2012 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Kaitlyn Aldrich of Johnston Senior High School, our 2011-2012 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Andrew Peterson of Valley High School; our 2012-2013 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Rae Corrigan of Norwalk Community High School; our 2012-2013 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Brandon Kuehl of Ankeny High School; our 2012-2013 winner of a $500 scholarship
- Joshua Higinbottom of Valley High School; our 2012-2013 winner of a $500 scholarship
- Jacob Smiley of Woodward-Granger High School; our 2013-2014 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Patrick Fiedler of Ankeny Centennial High School; our 2013-2014 winner of a $1,000 scholarship
- Spencer Tinker of Dowling Catholic High School; our 2013-2014 winner of a $500 scholarship
- Alex Hall of Adel-DeSoto Minburn; our 2013-2014 winner of a $500 scholarship
- Madeline Beauchene of Nevada High School, our 2014-2015 winner of a $1000 scholarship
- Erik Miller of Urbandale High School, our 2014-2015 winner of a $1000 scholarship
- Ojas Pradhan of West Des Moines Valley High School, our 2014-2015 winner of a $1000 scholarship
- Megan Bailey of Bondurant-Farrar High School, our 2015-2016 winner of a $1000 scholarship
- Devin Camamo of St. Edmond Catholic High School, our 2015-2016 winner of a $1000 scholarship
- Hunter Mandernach of ADM High School, our 2015-2016 winner of a $1000 scholarship
In order to receive an application form for an Iowa Engineering Society Chapter scholarship, you must first complete the following pre-application form. This form must be returned to your Chapter Coordinator no later than 2/15/2017.

1. Yes, I wish to apply for a Central Iowa Chapter scholarship. I understand that one-year award of $500 or $1000 may be distributed; I also understand that I must enroll at an eligible engineering program at either Iowa State University or the University of Iowa.

2. I meet all of the following criteria:
   a. I intend to pursue an engineering career? Yes  No
   b. I am a high school senior and will enter an ABET accredited Iowa university engineering curriculum in the fall of 2017? Yes  No
   c. I am a citizen of the U.S. and an Iowa resident? Yes  No
   d. My average GPA is at least 3.0 for the 10th and 11th grade? Yes  No
   e. My ACT Composite Test Score is at least a 26? Yes  No

If you answer “Yes” to all of the above, you are eligible to apply for an IES Chapter scholarship. In order to receive a complete scholarship application, you will need to provide us the information below:

**Print Clearly and Legibly**

Applicant’s Name:______________________________

Home Street Address:________________________________________

Home City, State, Zip:_______________________________________

High School Name:__________________________________________

High School City:___________________________________________

High School County:________________________________________

Email Address:____________________________________________

Phone Number:____________________________________________

Please check here if you are a child or grandchild of a member of the Iowa Engineering Society.

Yes  No

If you checked the above box “Yes,” please provide us with the following information:

Member’s Name:___________________________________________

Relationship to Applicant:__________________________________

Member’s Street Address:___________________________________

Member’s City, State, Zip:___________________________________

Return This Form to:

**BY MAIL:**  ERIN OLENDIKE, PE    OR    **BY EMAIL:**  ErinO@cda-eng.com

CIVIL DESIGN ADVANTAGE

3405 SE Crossroads Drive, Ste. G
Grimes, IA 50111